The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which
the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students
quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America
and the world may be done by the students to release the
greatest Light in the shortest time.
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Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are
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"I AM"—The POWER of LIGHT

I.
AM,” Oh, “I AM”—the Power of Light! Almighty and Dazzling, Its Glory bright Illumines the Spheres of Infinity, Enfolds every form on earth makes it free!

II.

III.
“I AM,” Oh, “I AM”—the Power of Light! Whose Great Healing Rays from Love’s Cosmic Height, Pour Their Pure Substance to bless and set free, To light every eye and make it to see!

IV.

V.
“I AM,” Oh, “I AM”—the Power of Light! Consuming forever all earthly night And flashing thru space the Great Unfed Flame, I speak Life’s Great Word—the Almighty Name!

VI.
“I AM,” Oh, “I AM”—the Power of Light! Controlling mankind by My Cosmic Might, Which answers each call—fulfills My Command, Then BE all My Light! Hold Victory’s Hand!

—Chanera
It is very fitting this afternoon in the information which will be conveyed, that this be My first Expression to the people of this earth for a long period of time.

There are many who are lending Their Qualities to the people of earth in this great crisis of, shall we use the term, Cosmic conflict; because the ultimate will be the Force and Dominion of the Cosmic Light which will end all conflict upon this earth. (applause)

Won't you be seated, and would you be kind enough to remain seated during the time I am talking to you, owing to the Service which I wish to render? No matter what I say that fills you with enthusiasm, just remain seated, so We may do all possible for you. Keep as relaxed and comfortable as you can.

I am sure that there are many who will rejoice, yet there are others who will rebel and hate the Messengers and probably Us, for this which I am going to say to you. That for which many of you have called, has been accomplished. The completion of it took place at twelve o'clock to-day, when the Great Cosmic Light in Its particular Activity and Force found Its Anchorage and Residence here. Will you please observe the word—"Residence here"?

Those who are spiritualistically inclined will probably not like Us and the Messengers; but all discarnate entities have been removed from the State of Minnesota! So, if you are accustomed to receiving communications from those individu-
als, you will find them conspicuous by their absence. Therefore, such communications will be within the mind of the individual, not from the discarnates.

It is an unhappy condition indeed when there are those who want such communications. They have desired them throughout these many years—of course not knowing their Great Presence of Life, the “Mighty I AM,” and yet seeking assistance. It is not to be wondered at that many fell under the belief of spiritualistic communication; but that is ended for this earth, beloved friends of America and fellow students. My Coming, to-day, is the hastening of its end.

Mankind must once again turn wholly to their own Great Presence of Life, the “Mighty I AM.” There is no alternative! It must be done and does that sound authoritative? Well it is the Authority of Life and We but voice that Authority. I ask you to watch this point, for if you will follow the Dictations that have been given by these Great Ones, you will find in every single instance without exception, They speak with the Authority of Life. In the vast number of Dictations which have been given, there is not one conflicting thing in all put together. Therefore, you must know that all these Dictations come from the Great Wisdom of Life.

It would be very well for the student body at least, to observe this, for thru it will come the confidence and assurance to each one that you are not dealing with a questionable source but instead you are dealing with an Infallible Source which is the Truth.

In regard to the Great Cosmic Beings who have come forth from within the Great Silence to ren-
der this Service to the earth: while it is in answer to the call from mankind, yet do you think it for those Great Ones to come again—those who had retired from the world of human conflict, awaiting through the centuries for a possible return? Do you understand Me when I say—"a possible return"? That is exactly what I mean, for if your Beloved Friend of the Ages (Saint Germain) had not brought to your attention This Vast Understanding, not One of These Great Beings would have returned—not even the Great Cyclopea would have come forth with more than ordinary power.

All of this Assistance is bringing a vast change. While It was very briefly stated by the Great Goddess of Liberty, yet She spoke of It to you. How wonderful it would be, if all the students of the land comprehended what Her closing Statement was. You have It before you. Dwell upon it! Realize all that It means to you, America and this earth.

These Great Beings do not deal just with human beings and their advancement. They deal with the Power and the expansion of the Light of this earth, and that is Part of My Presence here.

I did think I would explain to you what My Name means, but not yet. However, It means quite as much to you individually as It does to the earth. In the beginning there was Light and out of Light came all that is in form; and to that Light must all return. You came out of the Light and you must return Home. That is a Command! You have no choice any longer, beloved children of this earth.

What a pitiful thing it is, to observe those who allow vicious feelings to turn them aside. They
must go thru such agonizing experiences before that viciousness can be burned out so the Light within them will cause them to see clearly again. Such has to be! Such is the Law of Life and the Command of Life! Therefore, no longer are human opinions and feelings considered. Does that sound even harsh, when you have had free will so long and have wasted centuries of time and the energy of Life? Do you wonder then, to-day, that Life says, you may not do that longer?

The earth must emit more Light, to hold its place in this system and that Light has to expand through human beings; and when Life commands, human beings will one day bow to that Command. Life is commanding now in this Great Out-Pouring of Cosmic Light which found Its Residence in your state at twelve o’clock to-day. (applause) Chicago has had a rain of Light to-day and the atmosphere of that city will never forget it for the atmosphere of the stock yards in Chicago will have changed its color very greatly. (applause)

Beloved children of the earth, if you have been in the jungles and have seen animals tear each other to pieces for food, it should take the desire for animal food out of you. You know mankind criticizes the animals for tearing each other to pieces for food but human animals capture the helpless animals and put them through boiling water to secure food. Which is the greater animal, the one in the jungle with four legs or the one with two? Do you feel unkindly to Me because I am putting the Truth to you plain. You know the further We go, the plainer We must get; and the deeper We go into the Understanding of Life, the more unadulterated must be our language.

Yes think—in those stock yards of Chicago alone, outside of the other cities of America and
the world, of the animals that have gone into the use of mankind—internal use. Yet vicious individuals in America accuse the Messengers of telling individuals to kill their pets, when human beings are killing full grown pets all the time in the stock yards. Isn’t it childish and imbecilical for human beings to take such attitudes? Most of those individuals who criticize and condemn just fill their stomachs cram jam full of animals.

Children of the Light, you can no longer side step the Reality of Life. Mankind has got to face Life! Think of it, this of which I speak is only one phase of that which mankind must correct. Take the barrels and barrels and barrels of intoxicants that are used by the people of earth! Think of the vast sums of money which are spent for them. That money would produce homes for all human beings in America. Yet they drink it up and forget their responsibility to Life in themselves. That is the second thing to remember and use the Law to correct.

The third phase is the vast vast use of tobacco. Millions are spent for tobacco to smoke your brain and preserve your stomach, because it is somewhat of a preservative. If tobacco were used for the one purpose for which it is any good, it would be quite wonderful; because tobacco, strange as it may seem, has certain healing qualities. Moistened tobacco put on a sore will cleanse and purify it. That is the only thing it is good for; but you have other things far superior, for instance your “Mighty I AM Presence.”

Now, who do you suppose is having to take care of all these things which you put into yourself internally? There are the animals that you swallow, the intoxicants that you swallow and the
tobacco you smoke and chew! Who do you suppose has to take care of that? Do you think Life wants it? Don’t mind if I talk plain, I have to! I ask you, beloved ones, silently to decide within yourself, does your Life want any of those things? You know It does not! Yet you expect it to be so gracious and kind as to take care of what you put down there. When your system gets charged and filled with the substance that is not needed or really wanted, the Great Presence of Life must proceed to find means to eliminate it from the System and from the blood. Many times it is never done!

When I see among the children of earth, people crippled with arthritis—I wonder how they can do these things. I could give you another name for that, thru which they lose the use of their bodies. My dear people, think what you impose upon your Presence of Life, the “Mighty I AM,” to dissolve and remove from your body. Then, you wonder that you are ill and distressed.

Do you think that We come along just to deprive you of something? My dear people, We come to set you free, but you cannot go free, as long as you hold on to those things that have bound you to this earth. Those I have mentioned, are just a few of them.

This will sound very strange to you perhaps, but think it over. Did you ever know a real American who had a brewery? Think it over and see! You know you ought to be willing to get down to the Truth of Life and understand it. You know that almost every brewery in America was originated by people from Germany! Why? To make money, all from putting into the stomachs of individuals that which incapacitates them.
Think in Germany, of the millions of barrels of beer that are consumed in one year; then it spreads to other nations. The renegades from England, France, America and other nations, went to the South Sea Islands and brought human disease to those Islanders who had lived a pure Life free from disease of any kind. That is the desire and the human law of so-called educated human beings.

I am talking very plain, dear people, because you must understand these Laws of Life, if you want to be free! You must let go of the things that bind you, if you want to be free! I am not your judge whether you pay attention and stop or not but I bring them to your attention and you must decide for yourselves what you are going to do.

If it be necessary, the Great Ascended Masters will choose some among the young people of America and make them examples to the rest of the world by holding them free from any of these things which make age and decrepit human forms. They would stand them among the people and show them the difference between a pure body and one that is not.

Not considering what has been your past accumulation, you come into this Life in a body so clean and so pure. Regardless of the conditions of the parents, except in a few instances, the child because of the Guardian Angel before it is born, has a clean body; but when it begins to observe the radiation of the people about it, it begins to take on their habits and conditions. That is the responsibility of parenthood among mankind, for manhood and womanhood of this earth! Yet people have given it no attention to speak of.
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While it is not always so, many times the inharmony of the parents and the association around the child cause the child to come into very disobedient action which would otherwise be absent. Yet the child is blamed for its disobedience while its associates often are the ones who need the spanking. When you are irritated how could you expect to drive a force through your hand to correct a child and bring obedience? You might temporarily, but it builds up a resistance which does no good.

Beloved people, try to see and understand your obligations to Life and to your fellow beings. I speak again the very Plain Truth! You have no right to think of each other except to pour out your blessings upon each other. Would that not be a wonderful world? Every human being blessing every other human being? Paradise would reign in your land—but who is ready to do it? Who has the Self-control (God-control) to do it? Ordinarily it is not there, but now you have become acquainted with the Presence of your Life, the “Mighty I AM,” which will govern and bring all good things into real permanent action if you will allow It to do so.

I say to you, beloved children of this earth, watch It! and you will see the Cosmic Light taking Its Command upon this earth and through human beings. It is only recently that I came forth into the atmosphere of earth from a long, long, long period of absence; but in observing its conditions and seeing the Great Remedial Agent which Saint Germain has been to this land, I stand in salutation to Him. (applause) Those Others who have come forth to render Assistance are quite of My same Opinion. To you who are giving Him
assistance in the octave of earth I say: "Go on beloved ones, with greater earnestness, intensity and determination than ever. Remember, He is your Friend! we are your Friends, very, very Great Friends."

We probably shall speak more and more plainly the Truth of Life to you, so do not mind. Do not feel unkind to Us, because We shall go on just the same, for the Great Law of Life demands it. We would not willingly say anything to hurt you, but you must know We are speaking of the Law, not of personalities. Whatever your habits or conditions may be, is not Our concern, except that you may be free from them if they be limiting. We cite the Law to you concerning these conditions which are depriving you of what you ought to and can have. If that can help you, then We feel We can be of Real Service; but if it antagonizes you and makes you determined not to give obedience, then We would not feel so sure that We have rendered a service. Notice, the motive and service is the same, but the difference in your acceptance is the determiner of what will act for you.

You know My dear ones, We long to, with the Fire-breath of God, burn into your consciousness for vivid action, the full Power of those simple faculties which you are using every moment of the day that you might know what they mean to you and what they can do for you, when rightly used. They are your attention, your physical eyesight, your vision and your qualification. They are the most stupendous things in the use of mankind to-day. Even just one of those mighty faculties, can lift you to the heights or drag you to the depths and that one is your attention.
I am going to say one thing to you that no one of the Great Ones has said. In changing your feeling, the quick powerful instantaneous change of your attention, will oft-times perform so-called miracles for you thru the change of your attitude. If in *instantaneous action* with your determination to change a feeling, you change your *attention* in conjunction with it, you will have accomplished tremendously powerful things. I repeat that so you will be sure to get this point: If you wish to change your desire—suppose it is the change from a wrong desire to a powerful constructive desire which is your “I AM Presence”: If you change that desire instantaneously holding your attention on the “I AM Presence” or on some wholly constructive thing, you will have eased the release of that quality from yourself with tremendous power and speed.

You see the trouble with mankind is they are not allowing these things to act in conjunction with, and harmonious to, each other. For instance: when Love, Wisdom and Power are all acting in conjunction as one, they become a very powerful activity. If one is acting independent of the other, it is only a part of the activity. Now when you bring your power of qualification, your vision and your attention into one point for action, the results will be instantaneous. That is why it is so important for you to become anchored in this Definite Power.

In My short observation among the student body, I have asked Saint Germain and the Divine Director, whether it would not be possible and wise to bring forth that which would show you the condition of the child body which is four years old and that which is twenty-four so you might
observe the change, wholly through association, which had been brought into that flesh structure. Then mankind would begin to understand what the vibratory action of individuals means to each other.

I must speak plain to you again. Your Great Ascended Master Jesus said to you, the last enemy to be overcome was so-called death. Well what do you think is the last activity which that enemy uses to hold its domination and what is the motive back of that? Misuse of the sex activity. That is how death has held its dominion upon the face of this earth—because of the waste of that energy which must remain within the human form, if it is to continue to live. Yet the vast number of mankind even to-day, rebel like fury and think that it is still perfectly justifiable.

If you believe and accept that suggestion, you will remain bound a long time. The sex activity was given to mankind for pro-creation of their kind alone, and for no other reason! When it is misused, mankind pays terrific penalty for that disobedience to the Law of Life. That disobedience is the cause of all failure in health, failure in business, failure in achievement of every kind.

I think one of the greatest crimes on your earth to-day, is the mass suggestion sweeping into the activity of mankind, that when a lady or gentleman comes to about fifty years of age, he or she is past the stage of usefulness. What a tragedy! What a pity! Such an one should be just at the supreme point of dominion in the earthly Life because of the experience which brought them to that point. There is one in your audience here, to-day, who is seventy years old and yet has the alertness of mentality and action of a child. There will be
thousands and thousands in the future who will restore and hold that youthful activity to a hundred and seventy, if necessary.

Perhaps some of you have not known, but We well know that in the ancient periods mankind sustained Life two, three and four hundred years in one body. Oh yes, the year calendar was the same as it is to-day; but as mankind wasted more and more of their energy, the Life span became less and less. That is your fault, dear people, because you live again, again and again!

Are you not grateful and happy that your Beloved Saint Germain has brought these things to your attention which are enabling you, if you so choose, to be free in this embodiment?

I speak directly to the students. Will you please be kind enough not to become discouraged at your most sincere effort. When your motive is magnificent and you find you have not achieved all you feel you should, do not become discouraged but go on, and on, and on. You can be sure you will have all the Assistance necessary when you are making your sincerest and most determined effort. Do not worry about what has not been achieved. Go on doing your best and then you will always find a Friend suddenly grasping your hand and raising you up.

Oh, that all the student body could understand fully the privilege which is yours to-day in the magnificent Assistance given now which has never been given before on earth. It is a three-fold activity for your Freedom truly. First, the earth must emit the Light necessary to hold its balance in the system. Second; the Power of Light must restore the happiness which mankind has known before upon this earth innumerable times. Having
forgotten and receded from It, people have come into the limitations and privations of to-day. Third; this Light which Saint Germain has brought to you is the Open Door to your Ascension. Nine times, two of which you have no outer mention, mankind have risen to great Perfection. Then, because of listening to the lowering suggestions from each other, have pulled themselves back into limitations again.

Observe, dear beloved students! If you who have this great privilege succumb and listen to the things that make you doubt and fear or which deprive you of the Blessings of this Great Light, you are doing the same thing again. Now if you want to do it, you will remain a long time in these privations. I am informed just now that someone has told you, the person who turns another from this Light is ten times worse than if he or she had deprived another of the physical body because such people are causing doubt to register in the feeling world of that individual, which only the Great Law Itself knows how long it may take to remove. So be careful what you do, dear people. If you do not like a thing or cannot be harmonious to it, you had better be silent. The Great Ones I am told, have informed the student body of this, but still people go on ignoring it. It is too bad.

I am not as well acquainted with you as many of the Others. Perhaps I have not well introduced Myself, but I think I require no introduction. Today, I am giving you that which is your Freedom if you will accept and use It. The Words you hear the Messenger speaking as I flash them to him, are a very small part; but the Radiance that is enveloping you! If you will accept It or call your Higher Mental Body to accept It, in the
fulness of the Force with which I give It to you, It will be an Almighty Sustaining Power.
Remind yourselves often of what the Great Ones have said: that when They supply you with Their Substance of Light, It makes a permanent connection between you and Them. Do you understand all that means to you? Please do not let the attention of the outer world, deprive you of the memory of That which would give you such strength, Power and Freedom so quickly.
When this class is over to-day, do not drop back into the vibratory action of the outer world as you begin to move in it again. Please do not do it. You need not, if you will so determine. You can move in that same Great Serenity, still surrounded by this Radiance which will be sustained about you, if you so decree it; if you so determine. Then, refuse at any time all suggestion that you have not that same Radiance which is here on this Great Day.
The far reaching Power of this Ascension Day is one of the Greatest Out-pourings in the experience of the Messenger because of the release of the Cosmic Light to-day. Every student in America and the world will feel It with great power and intensity. Shall I tell you one thing that happened? Two Groups of the student body in Africa at the moment this touched in Chicago, stood involuntarily and gave praise to the Presence of Life and the Cosmic Beings! That is how far reaching Its Great Power is. Every Group of students in America, Australia, New Zealand and the various places will feel it definitely. Then you must see what This Outpouring means, My dear ones, and how We do actually transcend time and space.
You do this constantly right here on earth and yet you do not take notice unless your attention is especially called to it. Your beloved Messenger brought to your attention the fact that she talked to one in London and the answer was instantaneous. There was no time nor space to her was there? You think of the Ascended Masters Who live without cognizing time and space except when functioning in the human octave. You are doing the same thing in many instances, but you do not see it nor accept it.

You are now here in Minneapolis. Suppose one of you went to the telephone and called Los Angeles. Would there be any time or space between your conversations? Would you not answer each other just as if you stood here in the same room? Music is everywhere in the atmosphere of earth and is a part of it; but you do not hear it ordinarily unless you place a radio in the room. Then it is there. You can get almost any kind you want; but when you tune into the Music of the Spheres, you will have Music which will be a Glory never to be forgotten.

My dear ones, have you forgotten that in the Cave of Symbols in the Wyoming Rockies, there is a radio that can bring the Music of the Spheres to your ears? When mankind become attuned enough, these things will come out for your constant use—but only when the astral or psychic world is forever dissolved from this earth. Then, it cannot form a connection with those of earth and broadcast deception to the mankind, as it has done for so many centuries.

I wish I might go on hour after hour, unfolding to you more of the great Beauties of Life and all that you are privileged to receive and use; but
seeing the Messenger look at his watch, I take it for granted that he is still recognizing time and space. Perhaps in this instance, it is quite justifiable.

I thank you for listening to Me so kindly. I really do. You do not feel so unkindly to Me after all. However, I love you with a Love that few could understand—a Love that is this Almighty Cleansing, Purifying Power, My Own Substance, which I have given you to-day. It is the Presence, the Substance of Pure Divine Love. I thank you.

Supply Decree:

"Mighty Beloved Infinite ‘I AM Presence,’” all Great Beings and Forces of Light who govern the avenue of supply to mankind, release and keep in our hands for use at all times ten times more money than is required to bring forth Perfection in all Groups here; to supply everyone under this Radiation with the fulness of every good thing to carry this Light forward to every human being on the face of this earth; to bring forth our Perfect Radio Station, until these Broadcasts encircle the earth once an hour; to bring forth our Glorious Temples of Light in every city on the face of this planet.

Blaze forth within these Activities the Full Force of the Unfed Flame. See that Ascended Master Healings, Freedom and Light come to the people everywhere; see that there is always provided an abundance for their up-keep and all is used in the Service of the Light for the Freedom of mankind, directed by Saint Germain’s Ascended Master Consciousness and Directing Intelligence.

We thank Thee Thou dost always answer our every call, instantly, infinitely and eternally.
OST gracious, beloved Children of the Light! how happy you have made Me in your co-operation with all that I wish to do here and all that I have waited some two years to do. You cannot quite estimate at this time what has been done for your cities and state. Only the evidence of the activities of the future will perhaps make you feel quite sure that what We have said really was accomplished; but I assure you, you will see plenty of evidence—that is, if you will take notice of your feelings.

From within out comes all Perfection, and before the outer man becomes aware of all that has taken place within, there are sometimes great, very great things, achieved both individually and for the city, state and nation.

You have heard of the discoveries by the outer scientific world of their powers of destruction. Do you think We have watched idly by during these discoveries? Do you not think We have that which will counteract anything that the human can discover? Be assured We are not sleeping in all the requirements of to-day.

There are conditions growing in Europe which could I reveal them to you just now, I think you
would all be standing on the backs of your seats. We are greatly encouraged to-night. For that reason I cannot talk long to you, but Our hopes are very high and I thank these beloved artists for lending Us that which I think will be the energy required for this achievement yet, before tomorrow's dawn. (applause)

In the requirements and achievements which have been attained thus far, so much has been done that We may not mention. Do you quite follow Me when I say some things We must call your attention to and other things We may not until a certain time, in fact until the achievement is complete?

As your beloved Lotus informed you, five of the most powerful secret submarines have been dissolved. (applause) You will notice in Our Activities there is no such thing as restoration. When We act it is finished, and your Beloved Bob, Rex and K-17 have called to Their Assistance certain Ones of the Legions of Light.

This much I shall tell you. If you had a sheet of your hardest metal four inches thick, that Ray which We utilize can bore through it in an instant, because it melts it; and in this activity of the dissolving of these secret submarines, the dissolving process began from within. Do you quite follow Me—from the inner? Those submarines will never be raised.

Now dear ones, since the most powerful destructive forces known to man have been unleashed at this time, much of which the outer world does not know, then it is up to Us to quiet this force to save such terrific destruction of innocent human beings. Do you think that the nations of the world want to go to war? Never! I
may not say outwardly, because We do not want the world’s attention upon it, but there are things going on in the ammunition plants of the world that will astonish the world and will delight those in the field of battle.

Remember, beloved ones, when We have the authority and the Dispensations for certain things, We move with Great Speed and Power; and nothing in the world stands before Us, when the Authority is given Us to act. This is the first time in the history of earth that Ascended Beings have taken any physical part in the activities of warfare. I trust this shall end all warfare for this earth! (applause)

When We have accomplished that which We hope, and which We are starting before dawn, it might cause the duration of the war to be comparatively short. (applause) The war lords and the dictators have had another visit! (applause) This time with very much greater definiteness! (applause) You know when you become very intense, you talk very straight and plain, don’t you? Well We can be quite as forceful, if necessary. I believe this time they understand Us. (applause)

It is quite unusual, when dictators find themselves enmeshed in their own nets how strangely that arrogant power disappears. (applause) Look at the old Kaiser to-day. Once a great war lord of Germany whose arrogance knew no bounds. When he was shorn of the power, he became a very ordinary being. That ought to be an example to the world, for he had already built his ivory throne for America. Yet he lives in seclusion to-day.

Why will not mankind see that there is a Power greater than man, since his creator is still surviving? How puny the mind of man that can
acquire and accumulate such arrogance as they think to dominate the world.

Through hundreds of centuries, mankind somewhere has thought of and talked the brotherhood of man; and usually the more they talked the further it receded from them. This time there will be less talk and more action!

Therefore, beloved ones, may I even urge you to remember again how fortunate you are, that the Light in you was strong enough to bring you to this Great Light? My dear ones, it is the Light of Eternity, the Light that beats each human heart and puny mankind turn up their noses and sneer at Us and at this Great Light. People who have studied or pretended to study these Great Laws for forty years, turn up their noses at Us. Some of them have been in this auditorium during these eight days, and they have pretended to know Morya and Kuthumi. They have pretended to serve Them and they came in, sneered and turned up their noses at Me. One day, I shall meet them in the Tangible Body and then I shall ask them to repeat it.

Beloved ones, I am quite Real. My Body is far more enduring than yours, for It is Eternal. Yet, I can make It far more tangible than yours, when I choose to do so. We can well afford to abide Our time. We never get in a hurry. I want you people of Minneapolis to know that I am very Real; for if much more of the conditions go on here that have in the past two years in opposition to this Light, I shall walk through this city in My Tangible Body, and I guarantee you when I do that, all opposition to this Light will stop! (applause)

Ignorant foolish people for no reason at all are opposing the very Light that beats their hearts.
and that is what We represent, beloved students and friends. The Ascended Masters are the Power, the same as your own "Mighty I AM Presence," except that We have greater Power in the human octave since the "Mighty I AM Presence" of the unascended being has nothing to do with the human octave. It acts at Cosmic Levels and leaves the Higher Mental Body to care for the human form.

Dear people, try to understand this Law and then be so firm in Its Great Power of Light which is you. Those frail human forms that cannot lift a finger without the Presence of Life above them, claim authority and dominion over this Great Light. It is childish! It is foolish! One day, they will find it out. That is why I say to you, friends who have been so staunch to this Light, go on and on, and I promise, you will never regret it through eternity.

We have brought certain forces into subjection so far as the student body is concerned. If you will stand staunch in the Light and listen to no silly vicious false gossip, you will go forward into your Freedom financially and every other way. I have the Treasure-house of the Universe to draw from, if I had not, this Light would never have been carried these five years.

People are not interested enough to realize that this Light is the Freedom of all mankind; but We know It and We are going to stand by It, until It takes Its Dominion. When the Messengers left Los Angeles, We could not have believed that all could have been accomplished which has been. I ask you to observe that in the most vicious attempt to interfere with the expansion of this Light by very vicious individuals turning aside, with the absolute deliberate intent to wreck the student
body of America, those individuals were wrecked instead. (applause)

When I say that someone who has turned aside from this Great Light has failed, you will do well not to try to drag such an one back. I know what I am talking about when I say someone has failed and that they may not return to this Light in this embodiment. When people become deliberately vicious without any reason, then they have gone too far. The Light demands recompense and it must be given! Therefore, beloved ones, be unconcerned about who turns aside. Go on with your eyes fixed upon the "I AM Presence" and your hands in the Hands of the Ascended Masters. Then you will go forward quickly into your Freedom in every way.

Oh, what a pity mankind even though unfamiliar with this Great Light, cannot see how magnificent these beloved Messengers have gone forth under My Direction and have won this Almighty Victory! (applause) When it is too late there will be hundreds who would give their right arms to reach the presence of these Messengers—and mark what I tell you. I am not always going to allow these Messengers to drive their human selves to the last ounce of energy. It is My Hope, tonight, soon We shall have conditions where We can give them a rest. Then when some things occur in America and the rest of the world, people will begin to see the opportunity that they have lost.

It is just as a lady said the last time the Messengers were in New York. She sent the Messenger a note and said: "By my being so foolish as to listen to false gossip, I deprived Myself for three years of the Blessing of this Great Light. Finally, I grew strong enough to come and see for myself,
then I saw what I had missed.” Just so, will it be with thousands and perhaps hundreds of thousands in America, because the puny vicious human mind says that this Light is not Real; that these Dictations are not Real; that I am not Real; how imbecilical it is. If you allow yourselves to be interfered with by that, then it is too bad for you, dear people. Every Dictation recorded is given by the individual whose Name is there! and I dare any living human being to stand before Me and tell Me that that is not true!

Dear people, for the sake of those who love the Light in America, I may choose to take a hand with these vicious individuals; draw them before Me; and see them cry out in agony because of the lying falsehoods they have uttered about these blessed, blessed Messengers. (applause) These individuals are dealing with the Light. They are dealing with Me, not these Messengers. I sent these Messengers forth and I will protect them, don’t worry! (applause) It is too bad for the individuals who lend themselves as claws of that vile false destructive force.

I prompt you friends of this locality, beware of those who speak one word against this Light. Shun them as you would a poisonous serpent, if you want to be free; and not only that, but use force to command and silence any words against this Light that are uttered in your presence provided you want to be free and uninterrupted in the expansion of your own Light. I am talking just now in your behalf.

Mr. Rayborn urges and urges Me, to-night, to say something else to you. Since so much has been discovered in America of the communistic activity and the spies of Hitler, they are going across
the border into Mexico and think they are getting out of reach. They are walking right into the trap. (applause) Fortunately for the people of America and the world We see, if We choose, some distance ahead.

As they do with their fellow-man when they want to accomplish something, they get the attention off one thing to accomplish something else while their attention is being occupied. We can do the same thing in a different manner. When the spies think they are escaping, they walk right into the trap. (applause) Just as when Mr. Gaylord was a decoy to draw together those spies in Paris which I wished to bring into custody at that time, so We are still alert. (applause)

Remember beloved ones, aside from what your outer magnificent service, your G-men and the Intelligence Department are doing, We do a great many things that none of them know anything about. We have Our own means of causing people to disappear. When the outer intelligence does not seem quite able to cope with them, then We may always act and are privileged to assist. I want you to see that this Power of Light is Supreme, though these things have been allowed to go on—even the war to begin in Europe.

You have a great many farmers here. Did you ever tie a calf to a long rope and the poor calf did not know the length of it? It started to run and when it got to the end of that rope it turned a somersault and landed on its back? You see I know something about farming too. In fact, I could give you some very excellent advice. I could produce almost twice, maybe three times, what you are able to produce on the same ground. Would you believe it? (applause) If I were to prove that to
you, you might say I was an excellent farmer; and really dear dear blessed people, I am a Real Farmer. What would the world do without the farmers—without the vegetable growers and the fruit growers? Where would mankind be? They would not be, be assured of that!

I am going to say one thing of which I want you to take special notice. (I am staying longer than I intended, you know that is sometimes the way.) (applause) Do you know, dear people, what holds the desire for certain things within all mankind? Do you? The substance released from their feeling world and when enough of that is dissolved, you will find that certain desires just vanish from within you. One of them—do not be frightened, will be the desire for meat. So ladies and gentlemen please do not get excited, when the desire disappears, you will be quite satisfied. Do not worry about it in the meantime.

If you knew how it beclouds the brain, you would be astounded. Take notice for just a minute, how in almost every instance when you have abnormal gas in the stomach, it will affect your head. Sometimes it gives you a very severe headache or pressure upon the nerves. Again, it will give you a sick headache and of course what you put down comes up. Then you feel better. That releases the pressure from those nerves.

Dear people, observe please! When that abnormal gas pressure begins to cause pain in the head, it is in the brain of course. This action is of fumes rising into the brain and causing unresponsiveness. It causes a density which makes people less alert. You all have observed how when you eat a hearty meal of meat, you want to go to sleep immediately. It really would be very wise
if individuals did, although the requirements of the outer world seem to insist that you become active.

Do you know what an animated conversation at your dinner table does? It draws the circulation to your brain and the stomach cries out in vain. That is exactly the case. I am not joking. This is why people should be quiet, almost silent when they are at dinner. Yet they invite guests to dinner and enter into the most animated conversation. The table is laden with food and each one becomes crammed, jammed full. All the energy is drawn to the brain and the poor stomach has nothing with which to act.

Do you see how dreadful you treat your stomach? It is really a very great friend of yours. What would you do without it? What would you do without your lungs? Do you pump them yourself? What about your liver that you treat so abominably? I am sorry, if I am getting too personal in My conversation, but it does you good. Are we not a happy family? Can we not talk secrets here in our own midst? Maybe I forgot that we have guests.

Well, beloved ones, I rejoice with you in our friendly chat to-night. May we meet again under conditions of the greater expansion of your Light when I may see the great Radiance even visible to the physical sight.

I thank you.
ELOVED Children of the Light, I come on a very urgent mission to-day. Three submarines are on their way to the Panama Canal. I ask you to make the call and I guarantee you that within the hour, they will not exist. (applause)

As you sing this song and issue your Decree, feel the Power, the Substance and the Light go forth that We require to render this Service. I assure you that We shall report before the close of this class that it is finished. (applause)

Beloved Children of the Light, you have gratitude to Us—We have gratitude to you for supplying that which We required in giving forth this Service to mankind. Three of the remaining five secret submarines are no more! (applause) One was within sixty miles of the Panama Canal, so We had to act very quickly.

Now listen closely to what I am saying. In one of these there was the inventor of these secret submarines. They were all invented in Germany. This inventor was close to Hitler and in one submarine were the plans of all that he intended to do in the world. Those are in water-proof containers and the shell of that submarine still remains at the bottom of the ocean. We will cause it to remain there, until the day when We bring it forth to the world and reveal the evidence which it contains. (applause) Then, you who are here
will understand how well I spoke the Truth. Two of those submarines were entirely dissolved. This evidence will be conclusive to the world.

This plan to destroy the Panama Canal has been long and well laid. They did not consider Us, but We were Real enough to destroy those destructive ships and the people in them. (applause)

Oh, I am quite as practical as you are. This I have been longing to tell you for sometime, but I too must be patient. Long ago in the coming forth of the books you were informed that there was the Inner Secret Service, in many ways more powerful than the outer secret service. When the Inner Secret Service acts, as a rule the individuals disappear from the earth.

I will not tell you in just what time or how long it took to consume them, but not so long. Three hundred and sixty-four foreign spies will act no more in your beloved America! (applause) If you understood as I do what this means to your America, your rejoicing would really know no bounds. Therefore, dear ones, your Great Great Friends of Light are not forgetting you for a single hour. (applause)

May I take this opportunity, for I have not just seemed to have time, to thank our blessed Mr. and Mrs. Potter and you beloved students of Chicago for the determined stand which has been taken here. I thank you, one day you will know how much (applause) and I shall make an effort to take a look into the Treasure-house of your Presence to see what possibilities are there—according to My Idea. (applause) I leave you to imagine the rest.

My dear ones, I rejoice exceedingly in being able to render this Service. Your Blessed Bob, Rex and
David Lloyd were with me. (applause) Some day when perhaps some record is made of Their Service, will you understand more of what the Divine Director meant when He said in the close of "Magic Presence": "We have given Them Bodies such as were never known on this earth." The Service those Blessed Children are rendering is most remarkable.

I feel much better now. You know dear ones, I am trying to do all I can to cause you to feel My Reality, My Practicability because some of you are going to need Me sometime, somewhere. (applause) When you do, do not hesitate to call. It might be a good suggestion to make the call now, just in case it might be needed. (applause) You know the phrase you many times use in your outer world: "We'll beat the other fellow to it." That would in some way be doing that.

I think you do feel what Friends We are, more than you ever have. (applause) Now We like to see, know and feel that because then We can do so much more for you.

Well, I suspect the inner man will soon be calling, so I had better stop. Thank you so much. (applause)

- GEMS OF LIGHT -

"For you who have once touched this Great Light, there must one day come the fulness of Its Expression and Its Commanding Presence through your human form. You must not lean upon outside things, once you come into the fulness of Its Power, for you will find they are not necessary."

(Rose of Light)
"Each one of the Ascended Masters who has been called to your attention manipulates a certain Quality which is for the blessing of mankind to-day. Remember that each One who has been brought to your attention, carries a Special Activity to the children of earth." (Rose of Light)

"Beloved ones, the Expansion of your Light means the release of those Powers which are not ordinary." (Rose of Light)

"While these Ascended Master Words are being spoken, the Greatest Activity in the Universe is acting within you and your feeling world for your blessing. Try to feel It so the full expansion of Its Power and Action may take place within you, even within the hour." (Rose of Light)

"We have entered into a cycle, when you may not give so much power to time and space. When your 'I AM Presence' is acting, It knows no time nor space, so try to rise out of them in the outer world. As far as the attention to your 'I AM Presence' is concerned, allow It to have instantaneous Power of action, so It can prove that really It has caused you to transcend time and space." (Rose of Light)

"Be kind enough to yourself to forget everything of the past which has disturbed you or caused your limitations." (Rose of Light)

"Some of you who have not been wholly satisfied with your application, should remember that everything comes from within out; and only when you see the greater out-picturing of the Perfection, will you be satisfied that you do have a Key and that you have accomplished the things which you set out to do." (Rose of Light)
"We might tell you of Perfection and you might be satisfied yourself as to all We say but until you see the out-picturing of the Perfection which you are calling forth, you will not be wholly satisfied. How could you be? Your heart knows the Completeness, the Fulness of Perfection, but the intellect has shut it off." (Rose of Light)

"With most of mankind, the intellect has said to the heart: 'Be quiet! I am the operator here', but that has been a mistake. The heart is the only faculty within the body that really knows the Truth." (Rose of Light)

"The intellect has gathered so much from without that it has clouded the comprehension but the heart has never done that. The heart is the Knower within you and is the Activity of your 'I AM Presence' in the physical body."

(Rose of Light)

"When your intellect conceives something, say: 'Did you take this from the heart'? You will almost without exception know the Truth instantly by the feeling of complete peace and rest. Thus, you will know the intellect did take it from the heart; but if there is rebellion within the intellect, you know something is wrong. Then you say to the intellect: 'Be quiet! Be still! until the heart speaks to you'.” (Rose of Light)

"You will see the Power of all Life and Light is anchored within your heart. You will see why it is true and as you assert it, you will find it is only too true. Then, you will find you have touched the Secret Key which will unlock—now notice this—the Perfection of health within the body.”

(Rose of Light)
“Call on the Law of Forgiveness for all mistakes, then take your attention from everything of the past which has disturbed you in any way.”

(Rose of Light)

“It is not to be wondered at that mankind have through so many hundreds of centuries thought the intellect was the knower and was paramount, because they had forgotten all the rest of their Activity of Life.” (Rose of Light)

“There is really no person, in spite of all X-rays, who ever really had heart trouble. It is the imposition of human concepts on the action of the heart that causes any such appearance at the time.” (Rose of Light)

“Bless our marvelous doctors and surgeons forever, for all they have accomplished in this world of mankind; but they too must one day come to where they see and know the Great Operator of Life, the ‘Mighty I AM’, is the One Who has given them action to perform every service for mankind. The same with your lawyers, judges and officials of all description. What enables them to formulate decisions, to render service? Only the Great ‘I AM Presence’ of Life which beats their hearts. Then why should you not give all credit to that Presence? If you do not believe that the Presence is there, try it out! Go by yourself, beloved people, make the call to your ‘I AM Presence’ for It to assert Itself, and convince you that It is there. If you are sincere and will put away all egotistical feeling of the intellect, every one of you will quickly find the proof that your own ‘I AM Presence’ is there and unmistakably.”

(Rose of Light)
NOTICES

1. Our Loose-Leaf Binder and Decrees

It is our privilege and we are very grateful to announce the release of a Loose-leaf Binder for Special Decrees as they come forth from time to time. It is made in extra heavy green cloth to match the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES and stamped in pure gold-leaf.

The Decrees are printed on paper to match the other books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, punched to fit the Binder as fillers.

As new songs come forth the lyrics will be printed to fit this Loose-leaf Binder also. (Three will soon be released.)

This fills a long felt requirement of the whole student body and will make unnecessary any mimeographing or copying of Decrees by the Group Leaders or students. The Decrees will be copyrighted so no mistakes can occur, and we ask everyone to respect Saint Germain’s Copyright in
order to keep all accurate and True to His Decrees for Perfection.

The Loose-leaf Binders will be released about the last week in November and are for sale by the Saint Germain Press. (We will soon release sixteen pages (8 leaves) of new Decrees.) Ten (10) Pages of these Decrees is the smallest order we fill. Binder Price $1.25 _______________Postpaid $1.40

Decrees 1 cent per page (2 pages to the leaf), plus postage.

(No discount allowed on Decrees)

2. Charts In Action

The final test and experimental work has been completed on the Charts-in-Action. The balance of the manufacturing will be completed with all possible speed and the orders filled just as near November 1st as possible.

3. Concerning Music, Lyrics and Records

It is Saint Germain's Request that the "I AM" Students no longer use any of the music, lyrics nor records by Virginia LaFerrera or Catherine Rogers.

Other music and lyrics are being released just as rapidly as possible and the lyrics for each new song will be available for the Loose-Leaf Binder as quickly as possible.

The following songs have been withdrawn:

- Goddess of Liberty
- Victory
- Ascended Master Youth
- Minute Men of Saint Germain

Anybody desiring to have the covers for framing may secure same at the Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Ill.

Price 50 cents each _______________Postpaid 55 cents

(No discount allowed on Song-covers)
All Records from No. 100-A & B to No. 116-A & B inclusive have been withdrawn.

The following Instrumental (Lotus Ray King, Harpist, and Frederick Landwehr, Novachord):

(200-A—Light of My Heart
(200-B—Rose of Light

(201-A—Lotus My Love
(201-B—Voice of the Presence

(202-A—Son of Light
(202-B—Call to Light

(203-A—Rainbow Rays
(203-B—Oh, World Victorious

The following with Trio (Lotus Ray King, Harpist, Violet Fairchild, Soloist and Frederick Landwehr, Novachord):

(500-A—Light of My Heart
(500-B—Rose of Light

(501-A—Lotus My Love
(501-B—Voice of the Presence

(502-A—Son of Light
(502-B—Call to Light

(503-A—Rainbow Rays
(503-B—Oh, World Victorious

(504-A—"I AM" Come

Records are now available at the Saint Germain Press, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.

Price—
Double faced Records $2.50 Postpaid $2.75
Single faced Records $1.50 Postpaid $1.75
Cleveland, Ohio
B. of L. E. Auditorium, St. Clair and Ontario Streets
October 13th to October 22nd Inclusive
For Information: "I AM" Reading Room, 1222 Prospect St.,
Cleveland, Ohio

November 3rd to 12th Inclusive—10 Days
Metropolitan Opera House
Broad and Poplar Streets
For Information Contact: Mrs. Frances K. Ekey
Majestic Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington, D. C.
November 24th to December 3rd Inclusive—10 Days
Masonic Temple, 13th & New York Ave., N.W.
For Information Contact: "I AM" Reading Room
1711 "M" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Shrine Auditorium, 665 W. Jefferson St.
December 22nd to January 7th Inclusive—17 Days
For Information Contact: Sindelar Studios,
2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles—
"I AM" Temple, 123 No. Lake St., Los Angeles
**RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Personal Broadcast by the Messengers  
**WIP, Philadelphia**  
**MRS. G. W. BALLARD**  
October 28, 30, November 1, 2—9:30-9:45 p.m.  
**MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD**  
Nov. 3 to 12 inclusive—3:00 to 3:30 p.m.  
Nov. 4 and 11—10:30 to 11:00 a.m.  
Nov. 4, 8 and 11—9:00 to 9:30 p.m.  

**FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF RADIO STATIONS NOW BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radio Station</th>
<th>Broadcast Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| KFAC, Los Angeles, Calif. | 9:45 A.M. Sundays  
7:30-7:45 P.M. Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays |
| KRE, Berkeley, California | 8:15-8:30 P.M. Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays |
| WORL, Boston, Mass. | 9:15-9:30 A.M. Tuesdays |
| WCPO, Cincinnati, Ohio | 9:15-9:30 P.M. Wednesdays |
| WHK, Cleveland, Ohio | 1:15-1:30 P.M. Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays |
| KFEL, Denver, Colorado | 10:30-10:45 A.M. Sundays |
| KFOX, Long Beach, Calif. | 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays |
| WIP, Philadelphia, Penna. | 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays |
| KWJJ, Portland, Oregon | 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays  
9:30-9:45 P.M. Tuesdays |
| KOL, Seattle, Wash. | 10:30-10:45 A.M. Sundays |
| WKAT, Miami Beach, Florida | 10:15-10:30 A.M. Sundays |
| WHN, New York City, N. Y. | 11:45-12:00 Noon  
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays |
| WATL, Atlanta, Georgia | 5:30-5:45 P.M. Tuesdays |
| WXYZ, Detroit, Michigan | 9:30-9:45 A.M. Sundays |
| WKZO, Kalamazoo, Michigan | 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays |

**NOTE:** We reserve all Radio Broadcasting rights unconditionally, and no one is allowed to broadcast any of the "I AM" Instruction, or read from the books over the Radio except Mr. or Mrs. Ballard.
PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT

All subscriptions must start with March, 1936, March, 1937, or March, 1938. All back issues may be secured at any time, either by yearly subscription or single copies at the following rates:

In California $3.09 a year  
In United States outside of California $3.00  
In other countries $3.50 a year  
Single copies 35 cents

The magazines may be purchased in attractive bound volumes, matching the Saint Germain Series and holding one year's issues. Price $4.25. Binding your own copies, $1.25. Plus shipping.

These Prices Apply to All Back Issues

Please make checks payable to  
SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM  
ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
• PROTECTION •
• OF OUR COPYRIGHTS •

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I By Godfré Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II By Godfré Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2 By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI By Various of the Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS By Chanera
Vest pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

"I AM" DECREES BOOKLET By Chanera
A paper bound booklet, containing a collection of "I AM" Decrees which everyone can use to bring Freedom to the individual, America and the world.
Size 5½ x 8. Price reduced to 50c each, Postpaid 65c

TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes Price $7.75
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES" (In preparation) plus mailing charges
CHART OF “THE MAGIC PRESENCE”
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and meditation.
Size 12 x 20. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20
Larger size on heavy linen for Study Groups and individual use.
Size 30 x 48. Price $15.00, mailing charges included

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price each $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF THE COSMIC BEING, ORION, better known as
“THE OLD MAN OF THE HILLS”
Hand colored steel engraving of etching by Robert Aguilar.
Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

“THE VOICE OF THE ‘I AM’ ”
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with March, 1939.
Price $3.00, Single Copy 35c—In California $3.09

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS
A Series of Broadcasts available for use, containing explanation of the Law of Life; also protection for America. For information write Saint Germain Press, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Illinois.

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES
LIGHT OF MY HEART VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
LOTUS MY LOVE ROSE OF LIGHT
OH, WORLD VICTORIOUS SON OF LIGHT
RAINBOW RAYS CALL TO LIGHT
THE SILENT SENTINEL

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfre Ray King. These songs are especially charged with powerful healing and special activity, according to the meaning of the lyrics.
Each piece of music has beautifully lithographed covers in color, suitable for framing, each representing that which the music portrays.
Price each $1.00.........................................................Postpaid $1.15
SONG BOOKS

Containing many new and original songs for which music will be published and released as quickly as possible through the Saint Germain Press.

Price each 50 cents

Postpaid 55 cents

VICTROLA AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

RR-1201—INVOCATION
Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Son

RR-1202—HARP CONTEMPLATION (Silent Night)
Mrs. Ballard

RR-1203—BENEDICTION
Mr. and Mrs. Ballard

RR-1247—HARP CONTEMPLATION (Nearer My God to Thee)
Mrs. Ballard

200-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART (Instrumental)
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

200-B—ROSE OF LIGHT
Frederick Landwehr, Organist

201-A—LOTUS MY LOVE (Instrumental)
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

201-B—VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
Frederick Landwehr, Organist

202-A—SON OF LIGHT (Instrumental)
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

202-B—CALL TO LIGHT
Frederick Landwehr, Organist

203-A—RAINBOW RAYS (Instrumental)
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

203-B—OH, WORLD VICTORIOUS
Frederick Landwehr, Organist

500-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART—Trio
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

500-B—ROSE OF LIGHT
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

501-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART—Trio
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

501-B—VOICE OF PRESENCE
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

502-A—SON OF LIGHT—Trio
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

502-B—CALL TO LIGHT
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

503-A—RAINBOW RAYS—Trio
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

503-B—OH, WORLD VICTORIOUS
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

504-A—“I AM” COME—Trio
Lotus Ray King, Harpist

These Records are suitable for individual contemplation or use in Study Groups.

Price—Double faced Records $2.50

Postpaid $2.75

Price—Single faced Records $1.50

Postpaid $1.75

Headquarters for All Publications

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative

SINDELAR STUDIOS, 2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, California

Copyrighted by Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois